THE IRZ AND ITS CONTRIBUTION TO LEGAL HARMONISATION IN PRESENT AND FUTURE EU MEMBER STATES
PART 2 – LEGAL PUBLICATIONS IN SOUTH-EAST EUROPE

1. INTRODUCTION

After its foundation in 1992, the IRZ started to work in many former Socialist states in Eastern Europe and provided advice on legislative procedures and on setting up the judiciary. It has furthermore become active, in cooperation with the respective local partners, in the field of basic and further training of legal experts, thus making a valuable contribution to the harmonisation of the laws of these states – which are now largely EU Member States – with EU law. However, the IRZ did not have a mandate to become active in South-East Europe for a long time because of the conflicts in the region during the 1990s.

This changed when the Stability Pact for South-East Europe was launched in 1990, as a consequence of which the IRZ was mandated by the German Federal Government to support these countries in setting up a constitutional state in accordance with the German Rechtsstaat concept. Since then, the IRZ has performed a number of activities in these states which cannot be covered in depth here because of lack of space. All in all, however, it should be pointed out that the IRZ

* The author is the Head of the Project Section „South East Europe Central“ (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia) of the German Foundation for International Legal Cooperation IRZ

1 It is not possible to present the activities of the IRZ in depth in this paper. Interested readers can find further information in particular at Stefan Hülshörster/Dirk Mirow (eds.) „Deutsche Beratung bei Rechts- und Justizreformen im Ausland – 20 Jahre Deutsche Stiftung für internationale rechtliche Zusammenarbeit, Berlin 2012“ (German consultation in legal and judicial reforms abroad – 20 years of German Foundation for International Legal Cooperation). Furthermore, the website www.irz-stiftung.de provides numerous articles
Foundation in particular cooperates with the respective ministries of justice, constitutional courts and judicial training institutions (judicial academy, educational centres or law training centres), with faculties, associations of judges and chambers of lawyers and notaries as well as with groups of parliamentarians in various partner states. Examples of major activities in the area of legislation in South-East Europe are the support the IRZ has given during the introduction of the constitutional complaints procedure and the investigation procedure lead by the public prosecution in Serbian law or cooperation with current Croatian legislation with regard to legal training and the bar examination. Given that the activities in the field of legal publications should be of particular interest to readers of this journal, these will be outlined in more detail in the following.

2. IRZ PUBLICATIONS IN SOUTH-EAST EUROPE

2.1. General remarks with regard to publications on the transformation of legal systems

Legal publications take on a particular role in supporting the transformation of legal systems, backing the establishment of normative foundations in line with the constitutional state according to the German concept of the Rechtsstaat, as well as basic and further training through seminars, conferences, workshops and so on, thus enabling legal practitioners to apply them in an appropriate way. Such publications furthermore help to popularise the “new law“ beyond the circle of legal practitioners. The work within the field of legal publications is very sophisticated and time-consuming, but at the same time it is particularly sustainable and effective. After all, it covers a very large target group over a long period of time, thus also supporting general legal discussion. Activities in this regard are in particular necessary in transformation states because there is very little legal literature about the current laws available in those regions, even though there is a considerable demand, especially during periods of reform.

from various law journals and general media covering the activities of the IRZ as well as IRZ reports about current and former activities.
2.2. Earlier publications involving the IRZ in South-East Europe

These considerations are the reason why the publication of commentaries, textbooks, translations of German sources of law and journals plays an important role in the work of the IRZ in South-East Europe. This work was already initiated in the last decade, after the German Federal Government mandated the IRZ in 2000 to perform these activities in these countries in the context of the Stability Pact for South-East Europe. On this basis, the IRZ on the one hand supported already existing legal periodicals but, on the other hand, became increasingly involved in the contents of new publication projects, which were implemented in cooperation with established expert authors from the partner countries and with acknowledged project partners. Especially the two commentaries on civil procedural laws and on the compulsory enforcement procedure in Bosnia and Herzegovina should be mentioned in this context (both matters are regulated by separate laws in Bosnia and Herzegovina, which have each been adopted at entity level. Nevertheless, the contents of these provisions are largely identical). This project was carried out in cooperation with the Council of Europe and the European Commission. The IRZ supported the project by engaging a German legal expert with extensive publishing experience and relevant language skills and legal expertise who assumed the overall coordination of the contents of the two volumes, each comprising more than 700 pages. This facilitated the inclusion of many practices and practical exercises from the German commentarial literature in these publications. (The subsequent Romanian Minister of Justice, Monica Macovei, was involved in this project as project manager on behalf of the Council of Europe by the way.) Today, these commentaries have become standard publications within the legal literature of Bosnia and Herzegovina. This is proven by the fact that, among other things, they were also sold as spiral bound (pirated) copies after the printed version had sold out. The commentary on the

2 Zlatko Kulenović, Stjepan Mikulić, Svjetlana Milišić-Veličkovski, Jadranka Stanišić, Danka Vučina, Komentar Zakona o parničnom postupku u Federaciji Bosne i Hercegovine i Republici Srpskoj, Sarajevo 2005.

3 Asaf Daupović, Rosa Obradović, Meliha Povlakić, Fedad Zaćiragić, Milorad Živanović, Komentar Zakona o izvršnom postupku u Federaciji Bosne i Hercegovine i Republici Srpskoj, Sarajevo 2005.
The code of civil procedure was meanwhile issued in a new edition by a national publishing house, without the support of foreign organisations, as a commercially costed project. This fact not only demonstrates the sustainability of this project but also shows that it is possible to support projects to such an extent that they are self-supporting after a certain start-up time and can continue under the ownership of local partners. The project also supported the publication of a trilingual Dictionary of Criminology and Criminal Justice in Bosnia and Herzegovina, which was initiated by the OSCE Mission and the German embassy in Sarajevo, as well as a compilation of legal texts dealing with family law issued by the Ministry of Justice.

In 2008 the IRZ supported the publication of a law dictionary to support legal relations and exchanges between Germany and Albania. Two years later, a publication of translations of the Hague Conventions on Civil Law was issued in cooperation with the Albanian Centre for International Law. These translations are also available as PDF documents on the website of the Hague Conference on Private International Law. These activities were rounded off with documentations of various events.

---

7 Konventat e konferencës se hages mbi te djret nënderkontetare private, Tirana 2010.
8 http://www.hcch.net/upload/albanian.html
9 For example the Croatian and German documentation for the conference „Drzava pred sudom – Uloga upravnog prava i upravnih sudova u razvoju pravne drzave/Der Staat vor Gericht – die Rolle des Verwaltungsrechts und der Verwaltungsgerichte bei der Entwicklung des Rechtsstaates“ (The state before the court – the role of administrative law and administrative courts in the development of the constitutional state according to the German concept of the Rechtsstaat), Bonn, 2010. Cf. with regard to the conference documentation of the IRZ also the subsequent statements about the cooperation with the Friedrich Ebert Foundation in Macedonia.
2.3. Current IRZ publications for South-East Europe

2.3.1. Introduction:

Thanks to the positive feedback received in response to these publications, the IRZ has intensified its activities in the field of specialised publications in the states in question in recent years. This is possible, among other things, because the IRZ employees in Bonn, who are involved, are multilingual, fully qualified lawyers or communication experts, and some of them have many years of experience of dealing with specialised publications. Over the years, an impressive number of collected volumes with papers from events organised with the involvement of the IRZ has been created, with teaching materials for the basic and further training of legal experts, translations of German laws with commentaries, and also translations of prominent German textbooks and monographs and journals that have been co-published by and developed in cooperation with the IRZ.

2.3.2. Macedonia

In Macedonia, this includes a series of books entitled „Contributions from the work of the IRZ in Macedonia“. Until now this has included a deliberately brief introduction to European law for legal practitioners10, a compilation of articles by German and Czech experts working for the IRZ in the context of supporting the Macedonian administrative court11, as well as a translation of the German Code of Criminal Procedure (StPO) including a commented introduction12, with which the German contribution to the legislative consultation project in question was made available to the wider Macedonian legal public. Furthermore, the IRZ issued the documentation from the conference „Das Rechtsverhältnis von Bürger und Staat im demokra-

10 Stephan Heidenhain, **Vodev vo evropsko pravo – Pridonesi od rabotata na fondacijata za megunarodna pravna sorabotka (IRZ) Makedonija** Tom II, Skopje 2011.
11 Holger Böhmann, Gerd-Heinrich Kemper, Otto Mallmann, Vojtech Simicek, **Izalaganja od upravnoto pravo i upravnoto sudstvo – Pridonesi od rabotata na fondacijata za megunarodna pravna sorabotka (IRZ) Makedonija** Tom III, Skopje 2011.
12 Jürgen Dehn, **Zakon za krivicna postapka na Soiizna Rebublka Germanija – Pridonesi od rabotata na fondacijata za megunarodna pravna sorabotka (IRZ) Makedonija** Tom I, Skopje 2009.
tischen Rechtsstaat“ (The legal relationship between citizens and the state in a democratic constitutional state according to the German concept of the Rechtsstaat) organised in cooperation with the Friedrich Ebert Foundation, which was published separately in Macedonian\textsuperscript{13} and German\textsuperscript{14}. Last but not least, the IRZ supported the publication of a thesis entitled „The Responsibility of Judges in the Republic of Macedonia“\textsuperscript{15}, which is thus available to all Macedonian judges.

\section*{2.3.3. Bosnia and Herzegovina}

The experience gained in the work on the Macedonian book series was incorporated into the „IRZ Edition of German Law“, which was initiated in Bosnia and Herzegovina, but is nevertheless widely disseminated all over the region. Two issues licensed by the C.H. Beck publishing house have so far appeared in this series, namely translations of the monographs „Das Bundesverfassungsgericht“ (The German Federal Constitutional Court) by the former President of the German Federal Constitutional Court, \textit{Prof. Dr. Jutta Limbach},\textsuperscript{16} and „Verfassung – Idee und Geschichte“ (The Constitution: Idea and History) by \textit{Prof. Dr. Hans Vorländer}\textsuperscript{17} as well as the translation of the German Code of Criminal Procedure StPO\textsuperscript{18} with an introduction by \textit{Prof. Dr. Dres. h.c. Friedrich-Christian Schroeder}. The latter is intended to enable legal experts in the states of this region, among others, to obtain information about the contents of the relevant statutory regulations even without German language skills. This appears especially helpful when discuss-

\begin{itemize}
\item\textsuperscript{13} Heinz Bongartz, Jens Hüttmann, Gerd-Heinrich-Kemper, Ana Pavlovskova-Daneva, Stefan Pürner, Aleksandar Lj. Spasov, Vojtech Simicek, \textit{Pravniot odnos megu graganiot i drzavata vo demokratsko-pravnata drzava}, Skopje 2011.
\item\textsuperscript{14} Heinz Bongartz, Jens Hüttmann, Gerd-Heinrich-Kemper, Ana Pavlovskova-Daneva, Stefan Pürner, Aleksandar Lj. Spasov, Vojtech Simicek, \textit{Das Rechtsverhältnis zwischen Staat und Bürger im demokratischen Rechtsstaat (the legal relationship between the state and the citizens in a democratic constitutional state according to the German concept of the Rechtsstaat)}, Skopje 2011.
\item\textsuperscript{15} Milika Ristova, \textit{Odgovornost na sudite vo Republika makedonija}, Skopje 2012.
\item\textsuperscript{16} Jutta Limbach, \textit{Savezni ustavni sud njemacke – Edicija njemacko pravo knjiga 2}, Sarajevo 2012.
\item\textsuperscript{17} Hans Vorländer, \textit{Ustav – Ideja i historija – Edicija njemačko pravo knjiga 3}, Sarajevo 2012.
\item\textsuperscript{18} Friedrich-Christian Schroeder, \textit{Zakon o krivičnom postupku Savezne republike Njemačke – Edicija njemačko pravo knjiga 1}, Sarajevo 2011.
\end{itemize}
ing US law of criminal procedure, to which the states of South-East Europe increasingly refer.

2.3.4. Serbia

This “competition between legal systems” in the field of the extremely sensitive law of criminal procedure in terms of equality of arms and protection of the human rights of parties involved in proceedings is of great importance. This forms the background to the publication of books published in Serbia with the involvement of the IRZ, including a publication with a critical appraisal of the reform of the code of criminal procedure to date\textsuperscript{19} initiated by the Serbian Association of Public Prosecutors. This book, which constitutes an important contribution to an intensified orientation towards Continental European principles and regulations, was presented in Belgrade with the involvement of the Serbian State Secretary at the Ministry of Justice, \textit{Danilo Nikolic}, and the German Ambassador \textit{Heinz Wilhelm}, where it was met with great interest by the media. Another publication is a translation of the German guidelines for criminal proceedings and administrative penalty proceedings with commentary (\textit{Richtlinien für das Straf– und Bußgeldverfahren RiStBV})\textsuperscript{20}, which was also received with great interest in neighbouring countries. The background to this is that investigation procedures conducted by the public prosecution are being or are about to be introduced in many states in the region, although there are still many unanswered questions with regard to the practical implementation, for example in terms of the cooperation between public prosecutors and the police. This book could be of great help in this process. The translation of the book was a result of the IRZ’s training activities for public prosecutors and police officers. The printed publication now makes it available to all interested parties in the region. This work benefited greatly from the fact that the Public Prosecutor-General \textit{Jürgen Dehn} (ret.), who wrote the introduction, also included his experience from the training and workshop activities with practitioners from the region and from various local legislative consultations. The latest project supported in Serbia was the printing of conference documentation covering a joint event of the Serbian Constitutional

\textsuperscript{19} Milan Škulić, Goran Ilić, \textit{Novi Zakonik o krivičnom postupku: Kako je propala reforma – šta da se radi?}, Belgrade 2012.

\textsuperscript{20} Jürgen Dehn, \textit{Uputstvo za krivični postupak i postupak kažnjavanja novčanom kaznom (RiStBV SR Nemačke)}, Belgrade 2013.
2.3.5. Publications dealing with Human Rights

It is also necessary to mention a joint project with the Council of Europe and the ECtHR which started in 2012 in the field of book publications, with materials on ECHR and ECtHR case law translated into the languages of the region. These will not only be disseminated in printed form but also be made available on the websites of the ECtHR and local project partners. The first publication issued in this context was the Macedonian translation of the „Practical Guide to Admissibility Criteria“22 (to assist practitioners to file complaints for human rights violations to the ECtHR in a more efficient manner). Further related publications (including translations of the “Handbook on European non-discrimination law”) are in preparation.

European anti-discrimination law is also covered in another recently issued publication23, which is part of a project facilitated by the German Foreign Ministry with funds provided to promote human rights carried out in cooperation with the Office of the Permanent Adviser to the Prime Minister of Montenegro on Human Rights and Protection Against Discrimination, which deals with the implementation of European human rights standards in Montenegro and other states in the region. This provides a practical publication with information for individuals and groups, among others, who are particularly affected by discrimination.24 This publication will also be available as teaching material for the basic and further training of legal experts and members of NGOs.

2.3.6. Specialised journals

(a) General: Of particular importance for legal discourse and thus for the extension and further development of the constitutional

\[21\text{ Uloga i značaj ustavnog sudova u očuvanju vladavine prava (Role and Importance of the Constitutional Court for maintaining the constitutional state according to the German concept of the Rechtsstaat), Belgrade 2013.}\]

\[22\text{ Praktičen vodič za kriterijmte za dopuštenost, Skopje 2013.}\]

\[23\text{ Further information about this project in English is available at http://www.irz-stiftung.de/en/stiftung-projects/news/7a0422cd9bec88a7e91a06cc790582c5.html}\]

\[24\text{ Jovan Kojičić, Zlatan Mekić, Zorica Mršević, Stefan Pürner, Stefan von Raumer Praktični uvod u evropske standarde protiv diskriminacije, Belgrade 2013.}\]
state according to the German concept of the *Rechtsstaat* are specialised journals that are published on a continuous basis, which can respond to new legal developments even at short notice, and which also provide a platform for controversial discussions. While practitioners in Germany sometimes complain that there are too many such journals, the range in the relevant states in Southeast Europe is very limited. What is more, the existing journals are often only available to a small group of established authors. The latter is not only regrettable in view of the diversity of opinions but also poses a real problem for young legal academics who have to provide a certain number of publications to journals for their professional qualification writings in the academic field. These considerations prompted the IRZ to plan the two journals NOR and EP, which are presented below, in cooperation with committed, like-minded local project partners, and to support the establishment of this Harmonius network journal in editorial, organisational and financial terms.

(b) *Nova Pravna Revija* (NPR): The first project was the establishment of the legal periodical „*Nova Pravna Revija – Casopsis za domace, njemacko i evropsko pravo“* (New legal survey – periodical for domestic, German and European law, briefly „NPR“)2526, which is also downloadable in PDF form on the Internet2728, and is meanwhile published in cooperation with the Association for Research into German Law and its Reception, which is domiciled in Serbia. Originally this was a coop-

---


28 The printed version is additionally disseminated free of charge to a fixed network of multipliers (libraries, courts, professors, legal training institutions). It is therefore inconceivable to the author of this article, who is also one of the two chief editors of NPR, how a German journal distributor with which the editor and publisher of NPR do not cooperate ([http://www.kubon-sagner.de/opac.html?record=c92079](http://www.kubon-sagner.de/opac.html?record=c92079)) is able to offer this journal commercially (at an unspecified price).
eration with the German-Bosnian-Herzegovinian Lawyers’ Association (DBHJV) as a joint Bosnian-Herzegovinian-German project.

The aim of these periodicals is to provide information not only about German and European law but also about the laws of the various successor states to the former Yugoslavia. To make this clear, the term “domace/einheimisch (domestic)” was used in the title, which stands for this area in the everyday life of the region and which, unlike other possible terms, at the same time avoids implicit political statements. This journal has been published regularly since 2010 and has meanwhile established itself within the region. This is probably thanks to the blend of articles, among other things, including scientific papers which are published on the basis of two positive anonymous reviews, translated articles from foreign literature through to informative sections (ranging from “current topics” from German and European law to conference reports and book reviews to “law on the Internet” and “renowned German legal experts”). Furthermore, the “students’ papers” category provides especially qualified young lawyers the opportunity to gain their first specialised professional journalism experience in a high-calibre editorial setting.

The German authors so far include, among others, Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. mult. Reinhard Zimmermann, Director at the MPI for Comparative and International Private Law in Hamburg, and Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Schomburg, former judge at both the German Federal Court of Justice (BGH) and the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY). Furthermore, the German Federal Minister of Justice, Sabine Leutheusser-Schnarrenberger, gave an exclusive interview to NPR on the occasion of the IRZ’s 20th anniversary.

(c) Evropsko Pravo: Thanks to the positive experience gained with NPR, the IRZ was asked in Macedonia to provide support to the establishment of a Macedonian journal on European law, which also brings together acknowledged authors and particularly committed and qualified young lawyers. This gave rise to the pilot edition of the journal „Evropsko pravo“29 at the end of last year, with contributions by the former judge at the German Federal Constitutional Court, Prof. Dr. Udo Steiner, among other first authors.

29 This journal is available as a PDF document on the website of the Harmonius network at http://www.harmonius.org/evropsko-pravo/.
2.3.7. Similarities of these journals

NPR has appeared for several years now, which has only been possible because this is a genuine joint project with local project partners. These local partners are not large organisations but rather a small group of competent and committed lawyers (in Bosnia and Herzegovina): Prof. Dr. Meliha Povlakic, Mag. Darja Softic Kadenic, Doz. Dr. Zlatan Meskic; in Macedonia: Mag. Aleksandar Spasov; in Serbia: Doz. Dr. Slavko Djordjevic), as well as a considerable number of like-minded authors. At the IRZ these projects are supported by a small team of equally committed colleagues in the respective partner states (in Bosnia and Herzegovina: Naida Sehic, in Macedonia: Natasha Andreevksa, in Serbia: Lazar Glisovic) and in Bonn (currently: Dragana Radisavljevic and Dana Trajcev, formerly also Anja Roth).

The fact that the “final products” of this cross-border cooperation also comes up to the highest scientific standards is reflected, inter alia, by the composition of the board of editors of both journals. The members of the NPR board are: Prof. Mag. Mag. Dr. Tomislav Boric, Austria; Prof. Dr. Tatjana Josipovic, Croatia; Prof. Dr. Heinz-Peter Mansel, Germany; Prof. Dr. Dusan Nikolic and Prof. Dr. Borislav Petrovic, Serbia, as well as Prof. Dr. Dres. h.c. Friedrich-Christian Schroeder, Germany). The Board of EP is made up of, among others, the two judges at the ECtHR Dr. Marijana Lazarova Trajkovska, Macedonia, and Prof. Dr. Dragoljub Popovic, Serbia, the former judge at the German Federal Constitutional Court, Prof. Dr. Udo Steiner, as well as Ministerialdirigent Dr. Jens Meyer Ladewig (ret.), who has made a name for himself as a commentator on the ECHR, and Prof. Dr. Toni Deskoski, professor in Skopje. They are supported by young lawyers from the region who have already made a name for themselves with their specialised work in the field of European law. These are Prof. Dr. Tamara Capeta, Zagreb, who wrote her thesis on the topic “National Courts as Courts of the EU” long before her home country, Croatia, acceded to the EU, and Doz. Dr. Zlatan Meksic, Zenica, as well as the German-Serbian attorney at law Dr. Darko Smardzic, who are the co-authors of a textbook on European law for the region, and also Doz. Dr. Nenad Gavrilovic, Skopje.

NPR and EP aim above all to keep readers in the region of South-East Europe informed and to encourage exchanges in the region. However, they also seek to help German-speaking readers to gain an insight into legal developments in the states of South-East Europe and current legal topics and discussions in this region.
The main contents of this journal are also accessible to German-speaking readers through German translations of the table of contents and preface as well as through German abstracts of the individual articles. In addition, English summaries were introduced as of issue 1/2013. Thus the NPR and EP journals also make a contribution to foreign readers insofar as they help them to follow legal developments in the states of the region. So the IRZ’s commitment is not a „one-way street“ in this respect either. The acceptance which these journals have enjoyed is also evident from the fact that they are now downloadable as PDF documents from the websites of various project partners30.

2.3.8. Other publications

These activities are rounded off in the field of the IRZ’s books and journals by the publication of articles by IRZ experts in South-East European publications which appear without the involvement of the IRZ. Examples are the publications of the Association for Insurance Law of Serbia31, the series of books „Harmonisation of Macedonia’s Legal System with European Union Law“32 published by the former GTZ and the Macedonian Academy of Sciences and Arts, and the Bosnian-Herzegovinian journal „Rechtsgedanken – Zeitschrift für Rechtstheorie und –praxis“ (legal thoughts – Journal for legal

30 Cf. footnote 5 above.
31 Nataša Sasserath-Alberti, “Nove tendencije u zaštiti potrošača u Evropi i Nemačkoj / Current developments within the field of consumer protection in Europe and Germany”, Serbian Insurance Law in transition to European (EU) Insurance Law / Pravo osiguranja Srbije u tranziciji ka evropskom (EU) pravo osiguranja, Belgrade 2013, 127 et seq. (Serbian text) or 1411 et seq. (German text).
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Theory and Practice) (Pravna misao)\(^{33}\) as well as the Serbian „Pravni zivot“\(^{34}\), which publish papers given by experts at events organised in the region with the involvement of the IRZ. These are accompanied by publications issued in the framework of third-party funded projects. Examples are the compilation of training materials for Croatian legal trainees involved in the EU project „Support to the Judicial Academy: developing a training system for future judges and prosecutors“\(^{35}\) as well as the publications within the project „Technical assistance to the Commission for the Protection of Competition (ACPC)“\(^{36}\). Another example is the documentation of events such as the publication of papers and recommendations from a workshop dealing with legal impediments to investment in Bosnia and Herzegovina published in Bosnian\(^{37}\) and German\(^{38}\).

Finally, the IRZ also supports already existing publishing initiatives dealing with German law. The IRZ for example used the publication of the book “Einführung in das Recht Deutschlands” (Introduction to German Law), which was managed by the Serbian Comparative Law Society for its own account, as a reason to organise a well-attended event dealing with German law that was opened by the former German Ambassador to Serbia, Wolfram Maas, in cooperation with the Serbian Comparative Law Society which was held at the Law Faculty of the University of Belgrade.


\(^{34}\) For instance Tobias Oelsner, “Distribution contracts as a feature of vertical agreement in European and German Legislation”, Pravni život 3–4/2012, 5 et seq.

\(^{35}\) For instance Rainer Deville (et al.), Izbor iz materijala za vježbenike (probna obuka PHARE 2005 / Selection of training materials for trainees (pilot training PHARE 2005), Zagreb 2009.

\(^{36}\) Maja Stanivuković, Sud Evropske unije i pravo konkurencije, Belgrade 2010; Maja Stanivuković, Glosar termina koji se koriste u politici konkurencije Evropske unije: Antimonopolsko pravo i kontrola koncentracije / Glossary of terms used in EU competition policy: Antitrust and control of concentrations, Belgrade 2009.


\(^{38}\) Ibid.